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Abstract The goal of this paper is to describe the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities at the interface of two fluids of different densities and the ability
of various shallow water models to reproduce correctly the formation of these
instabilities.

Working first in the so called rigid lid case, we derive by a simple linear
analysis an explicit condition for the stability of the low frequency modes of the
interface perturbation, an expression for the critical wave number above which
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities appear, and a condition for the stability of all modes
when surface tension is present. Similar conditions are derived for several shallow
water asymptotic models and compared with the values obtained for the full Euler
equations. Noting the inability of these models to reproduce correctly the scenario
of formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, we derive new models that provide
a perfect matching. A comparisons with experimental data is also provided.

Moreover, we briefly discuss the more complex case where the rigid lid is
replaced by a free surface. In this configuration, it appears that some frequency
modes are stable when the velocity jump at the interface is large enough; we explain
why such stable modes do not appear in the rigid lid case.
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186 D. Lannes and M. Ming

1 Introduction

Describing the motion of the surface of a non viscous fluid of constant den-
sity is known as the water waves problems and is now quite well-understood.
The equations are known to be well-posed for smooth data under the Rayleigh-
Taylor criterion stating that the vertical derivative of the pressure must be negative
at the surface

.Rayleigh-Taylor criterion / ! @zPjsurf > 0;

which is equivalent to saying that the downward acceleration of the fluid must
not exceed gravity; away from singularities, this condition is known to be always
satisfied [31, 42]. The solutions of the water waves equations are also known to be
well-approximated by simpler asymptotic models in several asymptotic regimes.
In particular, in the so called shallow water regime which is relevant for most
applications to coastal oceanography or tsunami propagation for instance, many
asymptotic models have been derived and justified, one of the pioneer works being
Walter Craig’s justification of the KdV approximation [17]. The so-called Nonlinear
ShallowWater (or Saint-Venant) equations and the Green-Naghdi (or fully nonlinear
Boussinesq, or Serre) equations are two examples of widely used models in the
shallow water regime (in the sense that the depth is much smaller than the typical
horizontal length); we refer to [33] for more details on these aspects.

The related problem consisting in describing the interface between two fluids
of different density happens to be much more complicated due to the presence of
a new kind of instabilities that do not exist in the water waves problem, the so-
called Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, created by the discontinuity of the tangential
velocity at the interface. If interfacial waves can be observed in spite of these
instabilities, this is because some extra mechanism is involved which prevents the
growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. It has for instance been shown in [32]
that a small amount of surface tension may be enough to control these instabilities,
leading to the following generalization of the Rayleigh-Taylor criterion for the
stability of two-fluids interfaces,

!!@zP˙
jinterf" >

1

4

.!C!!/2

".!C C !!/2
c.#/

ˇ̌
!U˙

jinterf"
ˇ̌4
1; (1)

where !˙ denote the densities of both fluids, " the surface tension coefficient,
c.#/ a constant of little importance, and !U˙

jinterf" the velocity jump at the interface.
This criterion is the result of two mechanisms: gravity stabilizes the low frequency
components of the interfacial waves, while surface tension stabilizes the high
frequency modes. The stability of the low frequency modes is not always granted:
the relative gravity g0 D g !

C!!!
!CC!! must be large enough. From the analysis of [32]

this can be expressed as follows,
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g0 >
!C!!

.!C C !!/2
C.#/j!U˙

jinterf"j
2
1; (2)

for some constant C.#/ depending on # (and homogeneous to the inverse of a
length).

If this condition is satisfied, then there is a critical wave number kKH such that
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities appear above this wave number in the absence of
surface tension. If kKH is large enough, then we may expect a regularization by
small scale processes: capillarity (as in [32]), viscosity, etc. A precise description of
kKH is therefore important.

A precise evaluation of kKH in the general nonlinear case seems out of reach
because the computations based on the linearization around any solution is
extremely technical. It is however possible to get some interesting insight on the
formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities by considering the linearization around
a constant shear, and this is the approach we shall use in this paper. For instance,
we shall show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the low
frequency modes for the linearized system around a shear flow with constant speeds
cC and c! is

j!c˙"j2 < ˝KH WD g0H0
!C!! ; with H0 D !CH! C !!HC (3)

(with !˙ D !˙
!CC!! denoting the relative densities of the fluids), a condition which is

both consistent with (2), and more explicit. Moreover, the technical simplifications
brought by linearizing around a constant state allow us to give a formula for kKH
when the above condition is satisfied. We are also able to derive a condition for the
stability of all modes, which is therefore a linear but more precise version of (1),

!c˙"2 " ˝cr with ˝cr # 2p
Bo
˝KH; (4)

and where Bo is the Bond number

Bo D .!C C !!/g0H2
0

"
: (5)

Since the Bond number is very large in most cases, this condition is much more
restrictive than (3).

As for the one fluid (water waves) case, simpler asymptotic models are often used
to describe the propagation of interfacial waves. We will stick here to the shallow
water regime (in which the depth of both fluids are small compared to the typical
horizontal length); we refer to [8] for a systematic derivation of asymptotic models
in this context (see also [25] for a spectacular application of such models for the
explanation of the dead water phenomenon).
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Since shallow water models somehow only keep the low frequency part of
the wave, they behave differently with respect to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
and may be well posed without stabilizing phenomenons such as surface tension.
Their well-posedness is however subject to additional conditions on the data, and it
turns out that these conditions are actually what remains of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities for these models. The singularity corresponding to the violation of
these extra conditions must therefore be interpreted as the prediction of a Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability. One of the questions we raise here is: how well do the various
shallow water models approximate the scenario of formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities of the full Euler equations? This is to our knowledge the first time this
issue is addressed.

Our strategy to answer this question is to consider the same problem as for the
full Euler equations and that we described above. Namely, we consider the stability
of the linearization of the various shallow water models around a constant shear.
We exhibit a condition for the low frequency stability that we compare to (3), and
a critical wave number kappKH for the apparition of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities,
and that we compare to kKH . We also compute a condition for the stability of all
modes of the form !c˙"2 " ˝cr;app that we compare to (4).

The asymptotic models we consider here are the so-called Shallow
Water/Shallow Water (SW/SW) model which is the model obtained at first order
in the shallow water limit. We show that this model underestimates the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities. We then consider the Green-Naghdi/Green-Naghdi model
which is obtained in the same regime as the SW/SW model, but which is precise
up to second order. This model overestimates the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
Moreover, we derive two new families of regularized GN/GN model (one of which
being a generalization of the models derived in [13]), and we show that they are able
to reproduce exactly the singularity formation scenario of the full Euler equations.
These results are summed up in the following table, and used to interpret some
experimental measurements (see Sect. 4.3).

All the results described above are obtained in the framework of the rigid lid
approximation for which the fluid above is bounded from above by a rigid bottom.
We also consider here the free surface case where the upper boundary is now,
like the interface, a free surface. This framework is of course relevant for many
applications and has been considered for instance in [1, 3, 11, 19–21, 24, 26, 40].
We follow the same approach as above: we exhibit a condition for the stability of
low frequency modes, and a stronger condition for the stability of all modes. The
problem is however much more technical than for the rigid lid case, and we resort to
numerical computations. As noticed in [1, 11, 35, 40], the free surface case is also
marked by a peculiar phenomenon: low frequency modes are stable for small shears
as in the rigid lid case, but also for large enough shears (Table 1).

As in the rigid lid case, we compare the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities for the full Euler equations and for a Shallow Water/Shallow Water
model with free surface. Except for a special configuration (the depth of both
fluids is the same) where we can carry the computations out, this comparison is
numerical. The investigation of the next order models (GN/GN) is not done in this
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Table 1 Stability criteria for Euler system and different models

LF stability Critical wave number Stability of all modes

Euler !c˙" < ˝KH 0 < kKH <1 ˝cr " 2p
Bo˝KH < ˝KH

SW/SW idem kSW D 1 ˝cr
SW D ˝KH > ˝

cr

GN/GN idem kGN;" < kKH ˝cr
GN" < ˝

cr

GN/GNreg idem kGNr D kKH possible ˝cr
GNr

D ˝cr possible

paper because it is highly technical, and because it can be done following the same
approach as in the rigid lid case. Note that GN/GN type models have been studied in
the free surface case in [1], and that it is possible to generalize this study by deriving
regularized models with the techniques used here in the rigid lid case in order to
obtain a better description of the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.

The last point we address in this paper is a study of the behavior of the additional
stability area observed for large shears in the free surface case. More precisely, we
want to understand how this stability area behaves in the so called rigid lid limit.
We infer from this study that the rigid lid approximation can only be true for very
small density contrast between both fluids, and that the large shear stability area
disappears in the rigid lid case because it corresponds only to infinite shears.

1.1 Organization of the Paper

We first recall in Sect. 2 the equations of motions, both in the rigid lid and in the
free surface cases. We also derive the reduced formulations that are used throughout
the paper for the computations. The Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are then studied
in Sect. 3 for the full equations in the rigid lid case. In Sect. 4, we study several
shallow water models, focusing our attention on their ability to describe the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities. An experimental application is also given. We then turn to
study, in Sect. 5, the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities for the full Euler
equations in the free surface case. The shallow water behavior of these instabilities
and the behavior of the large shear stability area is then investigated in Sect. 6.

1.2 Notations

– If AC and A! are two quantities (real numbers, functions, etc.), the notations
!A˙" and hA˙i stand for

!A˙" D AC ! A! and hA˙i D AC C A!

2
:
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– We use relative densities

!C D !C

!C C !! ; !! D !!

!C C !!

as the ratios of densities !C; !! for the lower and upper layers respectively.
– Parameters ı and $ stand for the depth ratio ı D H!=HC and the density ratio
$ D !!=!C respectively.

– The notations th˙, cth˙, sh˙ and ch˙ stand for the hyperbolic Fourier multipliers
tanh.H˙jDj/, coth.H˙jDj/, sinh.H˙jDj/ and cosh.H˙jDj/, with iD D r and
H˙ the average depths for the upper and lower fluids. When no misunderstanding
is possible, we also take th˙, cth˙, sh˙ and ch˙ as their Fourier modes
tanh.H˙jkj/, coth.H˙jkj/, sinh.H˙jkj/ and cosh.H˙jkj/.

2 The Equations of Motion

In this section, we introduce briefly the equations of motion for both the rigid lid
case and the free surface case.

2.1 The Rigid Lid Case

We consider first the case of a rigid lid; in such a configuration (see Fig. 1), the
inferior fluid domain ˝C

t is delimited from below by a flat bottom % C at height
z D !HC and from above by the interface %t D f.X; z/ 2 Rd $R; z D #.t;X/g, and
the superior fluid is bounded from below by %t and from above by a rigid lid % ! at
height z D H!.

2.1.1 Basic Equations

We denote by U˙ the velocity field in ˝˙
t ; the horizontal component of U˙ is V˙

and its vertical one w˙. The pressure is denoted by P˙. The equations of motion are
then the following,

• Equations in the fluid layers. In both fluid layers, the velocity field U˙ and the
pressure P˙ satisfy the equations

div U˙.t; %/ D 0; curl U˙.t; %/ D 0; in ˝˙
t .t & 0/; (6)

which express the incompressibility and irrotationality assumptions, and

!˙
!
@tU˙ C .U˙ % rX;z/U˙" D !rX;zP˙ ! gez in ˝˙

t .t & 0/; (7)

which expresses the conservation of momentum (Euler equation).
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n

X ∈ Rd

z

H−

0

H+

Ω+(t)

Ω−(t)
ρ−

ρ+

ζ (t,X)

Fig. 1 The rigid lid configuration

• Boundary conditions at the rigid bottom and lid. Impermeability of these two
boundaries is classically rendered by

wC.t; %/j
%C D 0; and w!.t; %/j%! D 0 .t & 0/: (8)

• Boundary conditions at the moving interface. The fact that the interface is a
bounding surface (the fluid particles do not cross it) yields the equations

@t# !
p
1C jr#j2U˙

n D 0; .t & 0/; (9)

where U˙
n WD U˙j%t % n, n being the upward unit normal vector to the interface

%t. A direct consequence of (9) is that there is no jump of the normal component
of the velocity at the interface. Finally, the continuity of the stress tensor at the
interface gives

!P˙.t; %/j%t " D "&.#/; .t & 0/; (10)

where " & 0 is the surface tension coefficient and

&.#/ D !r %
! r#
p
1C jr#j2

"

is the mean curvature of the interface.
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2.1.2 Reduction to the Interface

As stressed above, the normal component of the velocity field U˙ % n is continuous
at the interface. This is not the case for the tangential component of the velocity.
Since the vertical component of this vector can be deduced from its horizontal
components, we will focus our attention on these horizontal components and more
specifically on the quantity U˙

k defined as

U˙
jzD#

$ N D
 

!.U˙
k /

?

!.U˙
k /

? % r#

!
; with N D

p
1C jr#j2n:

Taking the vector product of the trace of (7) at the interface with N, and considering
only the horizontal components of the resulting equation, one readily gets

@tU˙
k C gr# C 1

2
rjU˙

k j2 ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#j2/jw˙j2

"
D ! 1

!˙
rP˙;

where we denoted

P˙ WD P˙
jzD#
; U˙ D .V˙;w˙/ WD U˙

jzD#
D .V˙

jzD#
;w˙

jzD#
/:

The interfacial waves equations (6)–(10) can therefore be recast as two sets of two
equations on the fixed domain RC

t $ Rd
X , i.e. on the interface

8
<

:

@t# ! U˙ % N D 0;

@tU˙
k C gr# C 1

2
rjU˙

k j2 ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#j2/jw˙j2

"
D ! 1

!˙
rP˙;

(11)

with the jump condition

!P˙.t; %/j%t " D !"r %
! r#
p
1C jr#j2

"
: (12)

Remark 1. i- In (11), the incompressibility and irrotationality conditions (6)
imply1 that one can express U˙ % N in terms of # and the tangential component
U˙

k .
ii- It is possible to reduce further (11) to one set of two equations. Let us define

Uk D !CUC
k ! !!U!

k I

1It has been proved recently [12] in the particular case of one single fluid (!! D 0) that the
irrotationality condition is not needed and that (11), together with the standard evolution equation
for the vorticity, form a closed, well-posed, set of equations.
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multiplying the second equation of (11)˙ by !C and subtracting the resulting
C and ! equations, we obtain

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

@t# ! U˙ % N D 0;

@tUk C g0r# C 1

2
r!!˙jU˙

k j2" ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#j2/!!˙jw˙j2"

"

D ! "

!C C !!r&.#/;
(13)

where g0 D g.!C ! !!/ is the reduced gravity. It is possible to show that UC %
N D U! % N, U˙

k and w˙ can be expressed in terms of # and Uk, so that (13) is
a closed set of equations on # and Uk.

iii- From the incompressibility and irrotationality assumptions (6), we infer that
the velocity fields U˙ derive from a scalar harmonic potential ˚˙ (i.e. U˙ D
rX;z˚

˙, with 'X;z˚
˙ D 0 in ˝˙

t ). Denoting by  ˙ the traces of ˚˙ at the
interface,  ˙ D ˚˙

jzD#
, one can check that U˙

k D r ˙. Introducing

 D !C C ! !! !;

one has Uk D r and the second equation in (13) can be replaced by a scalar
equation on  , leading to

8
<

:

@t# !
p
1C jr#j2U˙

n D 0;

@t C g0# C 1

2
!!˙jU˙

k j2" ! 1

2
.1C jr#j2/!!˙jw˙j2" D ! "

!C C !! &.#/:

(14)
This is the formulation used in [32] to establish the nonlinear well posedness of
the two-fluids interfaces equations. In the case of one fluid (water waves), these
equations coincide with the Zakharov-Craig-Sulem formulation of the water
waves equations [22, 43]. One of the main features of this formulation is its
Hamiltonian structure; it is remarkable that the two-fluid generalization of the
Zakharov-Craig-Sulem formulation is also Hamiltonian, as remarked in [4] (see
in particular Sect. 5 of that reference for considerations on Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities). Using asymptotic expansions of the Hamiltonian, Craig, Guyenne
and Kalisch derived in [19] a family of Hamiltonian approximations to the two-
fluids equations (14).

2.2 The Free Surface Case

We consider here the case of a free surface (see Fig. 2). The configuration is the
same as in Sect. 2.1 except that the superior fluid is now bounded from above by a
free surface % s

t D f.X; z/ 2 Rd $ R; z D #s.t;X/g.
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n

ns

X ∈ Rd

z

H−

0

H+

Ω+(t)

Ω−(t)
ρ−

ρ+

ζ (t,X)

ζs(t,X)

Fig. 2 The free surface configuration

2.2.1 Basic Equations

The only difference between the free surface and rigid lid cases is that the boundary
condition (8) must be replaced by the kinematic condition

@t#
s !

p
1C jr#sjU!

ns D 0; (15)

whereU!
ns WD U!

j% s
t
%ns, ns being the upward unit normal vector to the free surface % s

t ,

and that the value of the pressure at the free surface must be prescribed; neglecting
the effects of surface tension at the surface, the pressure is constant, and since it is
defined up to a constant, we take it equal to zero,

PjzD#s D 0: (16)

2.2.2 Reduction to the Interface

Consistently with the notations previously used, we define the quantity Us
k as

U!
jzD#s

$ Ns D
 

!.Us
k/

?

!.Us
k/

? % r#s

!
; with Ns D

p
1C jr#sj2ns:
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Taking the vector product of the trace of (7) at the free surface with Ns, and
considering only the horizontal components of the resulting equation, one readily
gets

@tUs
k C gr#s C 1

2
rjUs

kj2 ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#sj2/jwsj2

"
D 0;

where we denoted

Us D .Vs;ws/ WD U!
jzD#s

D .V!
jzD#s

;w!
jzD#s

/

and the surface tension at the top free surface is neglected. The interfacial waves
equations (6)–(10) can therefore be recast as three sets of two equations on the fixed
domain RC

t $ Rd
X , namely,

8
<

:
@t#

s ! Us % Ns D 0;

@tUs
k C gr#s C 1

2
rjUs

kj2 ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#sj2/jwsj2

"
D 0;

(17)

and
8
<

:

@t# ! U˙ % N D 0;

@tU˙
k C gr# C 1

2
rjU˙

k j2 ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#j2/jw˙j2

"
D ! 1

!˙
rP˙;

(18)

with the jump condition

!P˙.t; %/j%t " D "&.#/: (19)

Remark 2. Proceeding as in Remark 1, it is possible to reduce this set of seven
equations into a set of four equations on .#s;Us

k; #;Uk/, with Uk D !CUC
k ! !!U!

k
These equations are

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

@t#
s ! Us % Ns D 0;

@tUs
k C gr#s C 1

2
rjUs

kj2 ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#sj2/jwsj2

"
D 0;

@t# ! U˙ % N D 0;

@tUk C g0r# C 1

2
r!!˙jU˙

k j2" ! 1

2
r
!
.1C jr#j2/!!˙jw˙j2"

"

D ! "

!C C !!r&.#/;

(20)

where g0 D g.!C!!!/ is the reduced gravity. Giving a version of these equations in
terms of velocity potential similar to (14) in the rigid lid case is of course possible.
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3 The Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in the Rigid Lid Case

The formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities for two-fluids interfaces and in
the case of a rigid lid is investigated here. In this setting, it is known [32] that
the full nonlinear equations are well posed under the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor
criterion (1). This criterion is a sufficient condition ensuring the stability of all
frequency modes. By sticking to the much simpler linear theory, we want to get
additional information that will also be used to compare with the formation of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in shallow water asymptotic models and in the free
surface case, where the nonlinear analysis is still an open problem. More precisely,
we consider the linear stability of perturbations to a constant shear flow. We insist
on three important aspects: (1) the existence of a critical value of the shear flow
below which low frequency modes are stable (2) the existence for such flows of a
critical wavenumber delimiting this stability region, and (3) the possible existence of
a second critical shear flow below which all modes are stable. These stability criteria
are studied in detail, and explicit formulas or accurate approximations are provided,
which allows one to comment on the influence of the density ratio $ D !!=!C and
of the depth ratio ı D H!=HC for instance.

3.1 Linearization Around a Constant Shear .cC; c!/

We consider here the linear equations governing small perturbations of the constant
horizontal shear # D 0, V˙ D c˙, w˙ D 0 (and therefore U˙

k D c˙).
Linearizing (10)–(11) around # D 0, V˙ D c˙ and w˙ D 0 we find the

following linear equations for the perturbation . P#; PV˙; Pw˙/

8
<

:

@t P# C c˙ % r P# ! Pw˙ D 0;

@t PV˙ C gr P# C c˙ % r PV˙ D ! 1

!˙
rP˙;

with

!P˙" D !"' P#:

In the same spirit as in Remark 1, we can derive a reduced formulation for these
equations; denoting PV D !C PVC ! !! PV! and remarking that

!!˙c˙ % PV˙" D hc˙i % PV C !c˙" % h!˙ PV˙i;
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we first get

8
<

:
@t P# C c˙ % r P# ! Pw˙ D 0;

@t PV C hc˙i % r PV C g0r P# C !c˙" % rh!˙ PV˙i D "

!C C !!r' P#: (21)

In order to prove that these equations are in closed form, we still need to express
PV˙ and Pw˙ in terms of P# and PV . This is done in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. One has

PVC D
!!

!!thC C !Cth!
!c˙" % r

jDj r P# C th!

!!thC C !Cth! PV

PV! D
!C

!!thC C !Cth!
!c˙" % r

jDj r P# ! thC

!!thC C !Cth! PV;

and Pw˙ D 'th˙ r
jDj % PV˙.

Proof. From the first equation of (21), we get

PwC ! Pw! D !c˙" % r P#

(this is the linear version of the continuity of the normal component of the velocity).
For the same reason as in the third point of Remark 1, we can also write PV˙ D r P ˙

and PV D r P , with P D !C P C ! !! P !, and where

P ˙ D ˚˙
jzD0

with 'X;z˚
˙ D 0 in ! H˙ < ˙z < 0 and @z˚˙

j
zD"H˙

D 0:

From a simple linear analysis, we get therefore

Pw˙ D ˙jDjth˙ P ˙:

Since moreover, one has by definition P D !C P C ! !! P !, one can express P ˙

(and therefore PV˙ D r P ˙ and Pw˙ through the above relation) in terms of PV D r P 
and P# by solving the system

(
jDjthC P C C jDjth! P ! D !c˙" % r P#;
!C P C ! !! P ! D P ;

which leads to the formula of the lemma. ut
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Thanks to the lemma, we can rewrite (21) under the form

8
<

:
@t P# C c.D/ % r P# C thCth!

!!thCC!Cth!
r
jDj % PV D 0;

@t PV C c.D/ % r PV C .g0 ! e.D/ ! "
!CC!!'/r P# D 0;

(22)

with

c.D/ D
cC!Cth! C c!!!thC

!!thC C !Cth! ; e.D/ D
!C!!

!!thC C !Cth!
.!c˙" % D/2

jDj : (23)

3.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities for the Linearized
Two-Fluids Equations

A brief look at (22) shows that the Fourier modes .F P#.k/;F P .k// are stable (i.e.
they are not exponentially2 amplified) if and only if

g0 ! e.k/C "

!C C !! jkj2 > 0:

From the explicit expression of e.k/ stemming from (23), the most unstable
direction corresponds to k parallel to !c˙", and we therefore restrict our stability
analysis to wave numbers k oriented along this most unstable direction. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that

!c˙" D !c˙"ex; .!c˙" D j!c˙"j/;

and we consider therefore the stability of the Fourier modes .F P#.k/;F P .k//
corresponding to k D kex, with k D jkj.

From (23), we deduce easily that for all k D kex,

g0 ! e.k/C "

!C C !! jkj2 > 0 () !c˙"2 < ˝KH˛" .k/; (24)

where we used the notations

˝KH D g0H0
!C!! .and H0 D !!HC C !CH!/; (25)

˛" .k/ D
#
1C "

g0.!C C !!/
k2
$
˛.k/; (26)

2The endpoint case g0 ! e.k/ D 0 actually corresponds to a linear amplification.
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˛.k/ D !! thC

H0k
C !C

th!

H0k
: (27)

Since ˛.%/ is a decreasing function on RC with maximal value 1 at the origin, the
modes with low wavenumber are stable if and only if

(Stab 1) !c˙"2 < ˝KHI

if it is satisfied, there is a unique kKH 2 RC
# [ fC1g for each !c˙", such that all the

modes corresponding to 0 " k < kKH are stable,

(Critical wavenumber) kKH D min˛!1
"

#!c˙"2

˝KH

$
I

the quantity kKH is therefore the critical wavenumber above which Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities appear for the perturbation of the constant shear flow.
Since one obviously has

˛.k/ " ˛1.k/ WD
1

kH0
;

one obtains the following upper bound for kKH (see Fig. 3a),

kKH " k1KH WD min˛!1
";1

#!c˙"2

˝KH

$
;

where ˛";1.k/ D .1C "
g0.!CC!!/k

2/˛1.k/. Direct computations yield

k1KH D !c˙"2

˝KH

Bo
2H0

#
1 !

s

1 ! 4 ˝2
KH

Bo!c˙"4
$

. with surface tension/;

k1KH D ˝KH

!c˙"2
1

H0
. without surface tension/:

Note that this upper bound coincides with the critical wavenumber kKH when both
fluid layers are of infinite depth (HC D H! D 1).

It is straightforward to analyze the influence on the stable area (i.e. the set all
the couples .!c˙"; k/ such that (24) is satisfied) of the depth HC, the depth ratio
ı D H!=HC and the density ratio $ D !!=!C. One can see from (24) that, when
the surface tension is neglected (" D 0), the interface problem is more stable when
HC increases, ı increases, or $ decreases (see Fig. 3b–d in the case without surface
tension).
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Fig. 3 Surface tension is neglected (" D 0). Unless otherwise specified, the parameters are ı D
0:15=0:62, HC D 0:62, $ D 0:494=0:506 and g D 9:81. We write !c˙" simply as Œc( in all the
figures through this paper. (a) An upper bound for the stable area. (b) Influence ofHC on the stable
area. (c) Influence of the depth ratio ı. (d) Influence of the density ratio $

Remark 3. We chose to present the linear stability criteria derived in this paper
in terms of !c˙" to make the comparison with the nonlinear criterion (1) more
transparent. Another possibility, often used in the literature, would have been to
use instead the (dimensionless) Froude number

Fr D !c˙"p
g0H0

:
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Using this notation, the criterion (Stab 1) derived above can be restated as

Fr < .!C!!/!1=2I

the right-hand-side depends only on the density ratio of the two layers, and is always
greater than 2. This indicates that this stability criterion is quite reasonable, even
when the density ratio goes to 1, even though g0 goes to zero. This approach is
consequently used in Sect. 6.2 to study the rigid limit in the case of two layers with
a free surface.

In absence of surface tension (" D 0), ˛" .%/ D ˛.%/ is a decreasing function and
goes to zero at infinity. One then easily deduces that in presence of a nonzero shear
!c˙" there are always unstable modes. In presence of surface tension, the situation
is different. If (Stab 1) is satisfied, then there the modes with low wave numbers
are stable; since ˛" .%/ grow to infinity at infinity, one directly infers from (24) that
modes with high wavenumbers are stable. It is then possible to have stability of all
Fourier modes if the shear does not exceed a critical value !c˙" D

p
˝cr; more

precisely, all modes are stable if and only if

(Stab 2) !c˙"2 " ˝cr WD ˝KH min
RC

˛"

(note that this criterion can be understood as the linear approximation of (1)). When
" D 0, one gets ˝cr D 0 < ˝KH; in presence of surface tension, ˝cr " ˝KH and
equality holds if the capillary effects are strong enough (see Fig. 4), in which case
the existence of some stable modes implies that all modes are stable.
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k

WcrWcr

a b

Fig. 4 Stable area with surface tension. Parameters are ı D 0:15=0:62, $ D 0:494=0:506, !C C
!! D 2021, " D 0:073 and g D 9:81. (a)˝cr < ˝KH (here, HC D 0:62). (b)˝cr D ˝KH (here,
HC D 0:03)
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There does not seem to be any simple explicit formula for the critical value
˝cr. However, it is possible to give upper and lower bounds for this quantity. Note
that these bounds are very precise in most situations (for the experiment studied in
Sect. 4.3 below for instance, there is an error of only 3% between˝cr

! and˝cr
C). We

also point out that the upper bound given in the proposition coincides with Kelvin’s
criterion derived in the setting HC D H! D 1 [23].

Proposition 1. One has

˝cr
! < ˝cr < ˝cr

C;

with

˝cr
! D ˝KH ˛

# 1

2H0

p
Bo
$
; ˝cr

C D ˝KH
2p
Bo
;

where ˛.%/ is as in (27) and the Bond number Bo as defined in (5).

Remark 4. Note that the approximation˝cr # ˝cr
C is in perfect agreement with the

nonlinear criterion (1) derived in [32], namely,

!!@zP˙
jinterf" >

1

4

.!C!!/2

".!C C !!/2
c.#/

ˇ̌
!U˙

jinterf"
ˇ̌4
1:

Indeed, replacing U˙
jinterf by c˙ in the above formula, and replacing the pressure by

its hydrostatic approximation @zP˙ D !!˙g, this nonlinear criterion yields

!c˙"2 < c.#/!1=2˝cr
C :

Sticking to the linear theory as we do in this article allows us to carry the
computations further and to get an explicit expression for the constant c.#/ (or more
precisely of its equivalent for the linear theory); we get in particular from the above
proposition some upper and lower bounds for c.#/ (for the experiment considered
in Sect. 4.3, one deduces that c.#/ # 1).

Proof. Let us first prove a lower bound ˛!
" to ˛" . Let k0 > 0. One has obviously

˛" .k/ & ˛.k/ for all k & 0 and, since ˛.%/ is a decreasing function, we get

80 " k " k0; ˛.k/ & ˛.k0/:

For k & k0, let us remark first that

g0 C "

!C C !! k2 & ˇk;
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if ˇ > 0 is small enough. The largest possible value for ˇ is ˇ D 2
p
g0"p

!CC!! , so that

˛" .k/ D .1C "

g0.!C C !!/
k2/˛.k/ & 2

p
"

p
g0.!C C !!/

k˛.k/:

Since the function k 7! k˛.k/ is increasing on RC, we get that

8k & k0; ˛" .k/ & 2

p
"

p
g0.!C C !!/

k0˛.k0/:

It follows from the above that

8k & 0; ˛" .k/ & minf˛.k0/; 2
p
"

p
g0.!C C !!/

k0˛.k0/g:

We now choose k0 such that the two quantities in the right-hand-side are equal,
namely,

k0 D
1

2

p
g0.!C C !!/p

"
;

to get

8k & 0; ˛" .k/ & ˛!
" ; with ˛!

" D ˛
#1
2

p
g0.!C C !!/p

"

$
:

We now turn to derive an upper bound ˛C" for the minimum of ˛" . It is obtained
simply by observing that ˛.k/ " .kH0/!1. This yields

˛" .k/ " 1

kH0

#
1C "

g0.!C C !!/
k2
$

and an upper bound for the minimum of ˛" is therefore given by the minimum of
the right-hand-side

8k & 0; ˛" .k/ " ˛C" ; with ˛C" D 2

H0

p
"

p
g0.!C C !!/

:

The expressions for ˝cr
˙ follow easily from ˛˙" . ut
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4 Shallow Water Approximations in the Rigid lid Case

The goal of this section is to investigate whether shallow water models are able to
give a good account of the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities for two-fluids
interfaces, in the rigid lid case. We investigate several shallow water models (some
of them new) and study the same stability issues as in Sect. 3 for the full Euler
equations. This allows us to give some insight on the ability of these asymptotic
models to describe the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities correctly.

Notation: When the fluid layers are both of finite depth, the first equation in (11)
can equivalently be written under the form (conservation of mass)

@t# ˙r % .H˙.#/V
˙
/ D 0; with H˙.#/ D H˙ ˙ #; (28)

and where V
˙
is the vertically averaged horizontal velocity,

V
˙
.t;X/ D ˙ 1

H˙.#/

Z #

$H˙
V˙.t;X; z/dz:

Shallow water approximations consist in writing the second equation of (11)
as an approximate evolution equation on V

˙
. In order to do so, U˙

k is related to

V
˙
through an asymptotic expansion in terms of the shallowness parameter )˙ D

.H˙/2=L2, where L is the typical horizontal length of the interfacial waves (see for
instance [8] for a systematic approach). With a first order expansion, one obtains
the Shallow water/Shallow water system (SW/SW) described in Sect. 4.1, while a
second order expansion gives the Green-Naghdi/Green-Naghdi system (GN/GN) in
Sect. 4.2. We also consider in Sects. 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 two classes of “regularized”
models. We show in particular that these news models allow one to reproduce the
same values for the critical shear as for the full Euler equations (which is not the
case with the standard GN/GN model, even in presence of surface tension). Finally,
we apply in Sect. 4.3 some of our results to experiments reported in [29].

4.1 First Order Approximation

We consider here the first order approximation under the Shallow Water/Shallow
Water regime. We derive the so called Shallow Water/Shallow Water system first,
and then the system is linearized near a constant shear flow. The stability criterion
is obtained as in the full system case.
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4.1.1 The Shallow Water/Shallow Water equations

Up to terms that are O.)/ times smaller, one can write

U˙
k # V

˙
and w˙ # 0

(see for instance [8, 14, 15, 34, 41]), and the second equation of (11) can be written
at leading order under the form

@tV
˙ C gr# C 1

2
rjV˙j2 D ! 1

!˙
rP˙:

The first order shallow water approximation of (11) is then given by

8
<

:
@t# ˙r % .H˙.#/V

˙
/ D 0;

@tV
˙ C gr# C 1

2
rjV˙j2 D ! 1

!˙
rP˙;

(29)

with

H˙.#/ D H˙ ˙ #:

Remark 5. As in Remark 1 for the full equations, one can derive a reduced
formulation of (11) in terms of # and V D !CV

C ! !!V
!
. In dimension d D 1

(writing v D V) this system is

8
<

:

@t# C @x
%
H.#/v

&
D 0

@tv C g0@x# C
1

2
@x
%
H0.#/v2

&
D ! "

!C C !! &.#/;
(30)

with

H.#/ D H!.#/HC.#/
!CH!.#/C !!HC.#/

I

in dimension d D 2, one can also obtain a reduced formulation, but it is more
complicated and involves non local operators [8, 30]. Note also that this model can
be simplified under the so called Boussinesq approximation when the two densities
are very close [9].
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4.1.2 Linearization Around a Constant Shear .cC; c!/

We consider here the linear equations governing small perturbations of the constant
horizontal shear # D 0, V˙ D c˙ (and therefore V

˙ D c˙).
Linearizing (29) around # D 0, V˙ D c˙, we find the following equations for

the perturbations . P#; PV˙/,
8
<

:

@t P# C c˙ % r P# ˙ H˙r % PV˙ D 0;

@t PV˙ C gr P# C c˙ % r PV˙ D ! 1

!˙
rP˙I

note that since the flow is assumed to be potential at leading order in order to derive
the nonlinear shallow water equations (30), we restrict to perturbations PV˙ such that
r? % PV˙ D 0.

In the same spirit as in Remark 1, we can derive a reduced formulation for these
equations; denoting PV D !C PVC ! !! PV!, we first get

8
<

:
@t P# C c˙ % r P# ˙ H˙r % PV˙ D 0;

@t PV C hc˙i % r PV C g0r P# C !c˙" % rh!˙ PV˙i D "

!C C !!'r P#I (31)

in order to put this system in a closed system of equations on . P#; PV/, we need the
following lemma.

Lemma 2. One has, with H0 D !CH! C !!HC,

PVC D H!

H0
PV !

!!

H0
˘
!
!c˙" P#

"
; PV! D !HC

H0
PV !

!C

H0
˘
!
!c˙" P#

"
;

where ˘ D rrT

'
is the projector onto gradient vector fields.

Proof. From the first equation of (31), we get

HCr % PVC C H!r % PV! D !!c" % r P#I

recalling that the perturbations PV˙ are such that r? % PV˙ D 0, we get after
integrating in space that

HC PVC C H! PV! D !˘
!
!c" P#

"
:

Together with the definition of PV , namely,

!C PVC ! !! PV! D PV;

this yields a system on PV˙ whose solution is provided by the formulas stated in
the lemma. ut
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Using the lemma, we can rewrite (31) under the form as a system of . P#; PV/
8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:

@t P# C
#
cC ! !!HC

H0
!c˙"

$
% r P# C HCH!

H0
r % Pv D 0;

@t PV C
#
cC ! !!HC

H0
!c˙"

$
% r PV

C
#
g0 !

!C!!

H0

.!c˙" % D/2
D2

! "

!C C !!'
$
r P# D 0:

(32)

4.1.3 The SW/SW Model and the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities

In Sect. 3.2 we derived a stability condition (Stab 1) ensuring the existence of stable
modes with low wave number, derived the expression of the critical wave number at
the boundary of the stability area, and derived a stronger stability condition (Stab 2)
ensuring the stability of allmodes. We derive here similar conditions for the SW/SW
model, which allows us to conclude that this model underestimates the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities.

A brief look at (32) shows that the Fourier modes .F P#.k/;F P .k// are stable if
and only if

g0 !
!C!!

H0

.!c˙" % k/2
jkj2 C "

!C C !! jkj2 > 0:

As for the full equations in Sect. 3.2, the most unstable modes are those for which
k is parallel to the shear, and we again focus on these most unstable modes. As in
Sect. 3.2, we write !c˙" D !c˙"ex and k D kex, with !c˙" D j!c˙"j and k D jkj.
We readily get that a Fourier mode corresponding to the wavenumber k is stable
for (32) if and only if

g0
#
1 ! !c˙"2

˝KH

$
C "

!C C !! k2 > 0 () !c˙"2 < ˝KH

'
1C "

g0.!C C !!/
k2
(
:

(33)
It follows easily that the modes with low wavenumber are stable if and only if

(Stab 1)SW !c˙"2 < ˝KH;

which is exactly the same as the condition (Stab 1) derived for the full equations in
Sect. 3.2. If it is satisfied, then all the modes are stable, so that in the SW/SWmodel,
we have for each !c˙"

(Critical wavenumber)SW kSW D C1;
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and the critical shear
p
˝cr

SW below which all modes are stable coincides withp
˝KH: all modes are stable if and only if

(Stab 2)SW !c˙"2 " ˝cr
SW with ˝cr

SW D ˝KH :

This condition differs in general from (Stab 2) derived in Sect. 3.2 for the full
equation since we always have ˝cr " ˝KH and, in general, ˝cr < ˝KH (this
is the case for small capillary effects, see Fig. 3). Therefore, the SW/SW model
underestimates Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.

Remark 6. The full, nonlinear, analysis can be carried out for the SW/SW equa-
tions. This has been done in [30] and improved in [10]; in particular, the SW/SW
equations (29) (or equivalently, (30) when d D 1) are locally well-posed provided
that the initial condition .#0;V

˙;0
/ satisfies

!V˙;0"2 < ˝KH.#
0/ with ˝KH.#

0/ D
g0.!!H!.#0/C !CHC.#0//

!C!! ;

andH˙.#0/ D H˙˙#0. The stability condition (Stab 1)SW is therefore the condition
one naturally expects from the condition above when linearizing around the constant
shear .# D 0;V

˙ D c˙/.

4.2 Second Order Approximation

This section is devoted to the second order approximation under the SW/SW
regime, which is the so called Green-Naghdi/Green-Naghdi (or GN/GN) system.We
linearize the system again near a constant shear flow. A different stability criterion
is then obtained based on the linearized system. Besides, we also derive and discuss
two “regularized” GN/GN models in order to get a better approximation on the
critical shear and therefore a better description of the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities.

4.2.1 The Green-Naghdi/Green-Naghdi Equations

We proceed as in Sect. 4.1, but go one step further in the asymptotic expression of
PV˙ in terms of V

˙
, namely

U˙
k #

!
1CT ˙"V˙

and w˙ # 'H˙.#/@xV
˙
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where

T ˙( D ! 1

3H˙.#/
r
!
H˙.#/3r % (

"
with H˙.#/ D H˙ ˙ # (34)

(we refer to [15, 34] for the derivation of this asymptotic expansion).
Putting the first equation of (11) under the equivalent form (28), and plugging the

above approximations for U˙
k and w˙ into the second equation of (11), we obtain

the second order shallow water approximation [15, 18, 36] from which many other
asymptotic models can be derived [27],

8
<

:
@t# ˙r % .H˙.#/V

˙
/ D 0;

.1CT ˙/@tV
˙ C gr# C 1

2
rjV˙j2 C Q˙ D ! 1

!˙
rP˙;

(35)

with !P˙" D "&.#/ and

Q˙.V
˙
/ D ! 1

3H˙.#/
r
#
H˙.#/3

!
V
˙ % r.r % V˙

/ ! jr % V˙j2
"$
:

In the one fluid case !! D 0, these equations coincide with the Green-Naghdi
(or Serre) equations; adopting the terminology of [8], we therefore refer to these
equations as the Green-Naghdi/Green-Naghdi (or GN/GN) equations. As shown in
[15] these equations have a (non-canonical) Hamiltonian structure.

4.2.2 Linearization Around a Constant Shear .cC; c!/

Though it is possible to work with the two dimensional case d D 2 as in Sect. 4.1,
we focus our interest here on the one dimensional case d D 1 for the sake of clarity.
We therefore denote by v the horizontal velocity instead of V (and similarly, we
write v, etc). Linearizing (35) around # D 0, v˙ D c˙, we find the following
equations,

8
<

:

@t P# C c˙@x P# ˙ H˙@x Pv˙ D 0;#
1 ! 1

3
.H˙/2@2x

$
.@t Pv˙ C c˙@x Pv˙/C g@x P# D ! 1

!˙
@xP˙:

Using the formulas of Lemma 2, we can rewrite the second equation under the form

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

@t P# C
#
cC ! !!HC

H0
!c˙"

$
@x P# C

HCH!

H0
@x Pv D 0;

#
1 ! 1

3
.H˙/2@2x

$#
.@t C c˙@x/

!
˙ H$

H0
Pv !

!$

H0
!c˙" P#

"$
C g@x P# D ! 1

!˙
@xP˙:
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Eliminating the pressure from these equations, we get after some computations,

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

@t P# C c0@x P# C
HCH!

H0
@x Pv D 0;

.1 ! ˛H2
0@
2
x/
!
@t Pv C c0@x Pv

"
C $!c˙"H2

0@
3
x Pv

C
#
g0 !

!C!!

H0
!c˙"2.1 ! ˇH2

0@
2
x/ ! "

!C C !! @
2
x

$
@x P# D 0;

(36)
with

c0 D
#
cC ! !!HC

H0
!c˙"

$
; ˛ D 1

3
.!CHC C !!H!/

HCH!

H3
0

;

ˇ D
!!.HC/3 C !C.H!/3

3H3
0

; $ D !2
3

!C!!

H0

!
.HC/2 ! .H!/2

"HCH!

H3
0

:

4.2.3 The GN/GN Model and the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities

As in Sect. 4.1.3 with the SW/SWmodel, we want to study the linear stability of (36)
and compare it with the behavior of the full equations investigated in Sect. 3.2.

With a simple analysis, one gets that the Fourier mode .F P#.k/;F Pv.k// is stable
(in the sense of Sect. 3.2) for the equations (36) if and only if

g0
#
1C "

g0.!C C !!/
k2
$
.1C ˛H2

0k
2/

> !C!! 1

H0
!c˙"2

#
1C 1

3
.HC/2k2

$#
1C 1

3
.H!/2k2

$
;

or equivalently

!c˙"2 < ˝KH ˛GN" .k/;

with

˛GN" .k/ D .1C 1

Bo
H2
0k
2/˛GN.k/

and

˛GN.k/ D
1

H0

# !CH!
!
1C 1

3
.H!/2k2

" C
!!HC

!
1C 1

3
.HC/2k2

"
$
:

It follows immediately that the modes with low wavenumber are stable if and only if

(Stab 1)GN" !c˙"2 < ˝KH;
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Fig. 5 Stables areas for the full system (Euler) and the GN/GN model without or with surface
tension (" D 0:073). Parameters !C C !! D 2021, $ D 0:494=0:506, HC D 0:62, ı D
0:15=0:62 and g D 9:81. (a) Without surface tension. (b) With surface tension

which is exactly the same as the condition (Stab 1) and (Stab 1)SW derived
respectively for the full equations and the SW/SW model. If it is satisfied, there is a
unique kGN" 2 RC

# [fC1g for each !c˙", such that all the modes corresponding to
* 2 Rd with j*j < kGN" are stable,

(Critical wavenumber)GN" kGN" D min˛!1
GN"

# j!c˙"j2
˝KH

$
:

In fact, one always has (at least for reasonable values of " as in Footnote 3) that
˛GN" .k/ < ˛" .r/ for " & 0, with ˛" as in (26). Therefore we find kGN" < kKH
(see Fig. 5b), and the GN/GN model (35) therefore overestimates Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities (see Fig. 5).

In absence of surface tension (" D 0), ˛GN" .%/ D ˛GN.%/ is a decreasing function
and goes to zero at infinity. As for the full equations, there are therefore always
unstable modes in presence of a nonzero shear !c˙", as noted in [13]. In presence of
surface tension, the function ˛GN" .%/ is still decaying3 but tends to a non zero limit

3If " is very large, ˛GN" .%/ is no longer decreasing over RC. However, if " satisfies

" & 1

3
g0.!C C !!/minf.HC/2; .H!/2g;

which is always satisfied in realistic physical configurations, then ˛GN" .%/ is indeed a decreasing
function. We always assume that we are in such a regime.
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at infinity. There exists therefore a critical value ˝cr
GN" WD ˝KHmin

RC
˛GN" such that

all modes are stable if and only if

(Stab 2)GN" !c˙"2 " ˝cr
GN" D ˝KH

3

Bo

#
1C !C!! .H

C ! H!/2

HCH!

$
I

the same analysis as for the discussion on the critical wave number shows that
˝cr

GN" < ˝cr; the GN/GN model being unable to reproduce correctly the threshold
for Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, we are led to derive other models in the next
sections. Note that contrary to the standard GN/GN model which has a Hamiltonian
structure [15], these regularized models are in general not Hamiltonian (see Sect. 4
of [6] for a discussion on this aspect in the weakly nonlinear case).

4.2.4 A First Class of Regularized Models

As shown in Sect. 4.2.3, the second order shallow water model (or Green-
Naghdi/Green-Naghdi) is always unstable for large wave numbers in absence
of surface tension (even if the shear !c˙" is very small). This led Choi, Barros and
Jo [13] to derive an asymptotically equivalent model with better high frequency
behavior in the sense that for a small enough shear !c˙", all Fourier modes are
stable.

Their idea was to use a technique commonly used in the one fluid case (water
waves) to improve the dispersion relation of asymptotic models; it consists in
working with a velocity variable that differs from the averaged velocity v; this can
typically be the velocity at some fixed depth or a given level line, of the fluid domain
(see [5, 7, 39] and more generally Sect. 5.2 of [33]). This approach has also been
used in the context of interfacial waves [8, 38]; the idea in [13] (see also [2], and [16]
for a related approach) was to use it to remove the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
from the standard GN/GN model. The authors rewrote the GN/GN equations (35)
in the variables .#; Ov˙r / instead of .#; v˙/, where Ov˙r is the horizontal velocity at the
fixed height Oz˙r , with

Oz˙r D 'H˙!1 !
p

!2rC 1=3
"
; !1=3 " r " 1=6

(so that Oz˙r D 0 if r D !1=3 and Oz˙r D 'H˙ if r D 1=6). Using a standard
shallow water expansion of the velocity field in the fluid domain (see for instance
[41], Sect. 13.11 or [33], Sect. 5.6.2), Ov˙r can be related to v˙ through the relation

v˙ # Ov˙r ! 1

6
H˙.#/2@2x Ov˙r C

#
! rC 1

6

$
.H˙/2@2x Ov˙r .H˙.#/ D H˙ ˙ #/:

The regularized equations of [13] are obtained by replacing v˙ by this approxi-
mation in (35) and dropping smallest order terms. For r D 0, the linearization of
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these equations around the rest state coincides with the linearization of the standard
GN/GN model, but the nonlinear terms differ. Inspired by Sect. 5.2 of [33] we
therefore propose a slight modification (and generalization to the two dimensional
case d D 2) to the approach of [13] which consists in working with the velocity V˙

r
defined as

V˙
r D .1C 3r˙T ˙/!1V

˙
.r & 0/ .with r˙ D H2

0

.H˙/2
r and r & 0/;

so that, with T ˙ as in (34),

V
˙ D V˙

r C 3r˙T ˙V˙
r :

Replacing V
˙
by this approximation in (35) and dropping theO..)˙/2/ terms (with

)˙ D .H˙/2=L2, L being the typical horizontal scale), one obtains the following
family of regularized GN/GN models indexed by the parameter r & 0,

8
<

:

@t# ˙r %
%
H˙.#/.1C 3r˙T ˙/V˙

r

&
D 0;

%
1C .1C 3r˙/T ˙&@tV˙

r C gr# C 1

2
rjV˙

r j2 C Q˙
r D ! 1

!˙
rP˙ (37)

where

Q˙
r WD Q˙.V˙

r /C 3r˙r.V˙
r % T ˙V˙

r /C 3r˙.@tT ˙/V˙
r ;

where Q˙.%/ as defined before in original GN/GN model and

.@tT
˙/V˙

r D ! 1

3H˙.#/2
r %

!
H˙.#/V˙

r

"
r
!
H˙.#/3r % V˙

r

"

C 1

H˙.#/
r
#
H˙.#/2r %

!
H˙.#/V˙

r

"
.r % V˙

r /
$
:

In its one dimensional form d D 1, this model is a small variant of the system
(3.7) and (3.8) of [13]; the first interest of working with (37) is that the standard
GN/GN model (35) is a particular case (corresponding to r D 0) of (37), while it
does not belong to any of the regularized systems derived in [13]. The second and
main advantage is that the definition of v˙r makes sense4 for all r & 0 while the
definition of Ovr in [13] requires that r " 1=6.

4When r ' 1=6, there is no obvious physical meaning for vṙ . For 0 & r & 1=6, and for small
amplitude waves vṙ is the horizontal velocity evaluated on the level line fz D Ozṙ .1˙ #

H˙ /C #g
(see [33], Sect. 5.6.2).
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As for the previous examples, we now restrict to the case d D 1 to investigate
how this regularized model handles the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Linearizing
around the constant shear .#; v˙r / D .0; c˙/, we get

8
<

:

@t P# C c˙@x P# ˙ H˙.1 ! rH2
0@
2
x/@x Pv˙r D 0;#

1 ! 1

3
.3rH2

0 C .H˙/2/@2x
$
.@t Pv˙r C c˙@x Pv˙r /C g@x P# D ! 1

!˙
@xP˙:

The formulas of Lemma 2 must now be replaced by

PvCr D H!

H0
Pvr!

!!

H0
!c˙".1!rH2

0@
2
x/

!1 P#; Pv!
r D !HC

H0
Pvr!

!C

H0
!c˙".1!rH2

0@
2
x/

!1 P#

so that, proceeding as for (36), we are led (in absence of surface tension) to the
system

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

@t P# C c0@x P# C
HCH!

H0
.1 ! rH2

0@
2
x/@x Pvr D 0;

#
1 ! .˛ C r/H2

0@
2
x

$
.@t Pvr C c0@x Pvr/C $!c˙"H2

0@
3
x Pvr

C
#
g0 !

!C!!

H0
!c˙"2.1 ! rH2

0@
2
x/

!1!1 ! .ˇ C r/H2
0@
2
x

"$
@x P# D 0;

(38)

where Pv D !C PvC ! !! Pv!. The Fourier mode .F P#.k/;F Pv.k// is therefore stable
for the system (38) if and only if

j!c˙"j2 " ˝KH˛GNr .*/

where, for all r & 0,

˛GNr .k/ D !C
H!

H0

1C rH2
0k
2

1C
!
1
3
.H!/2 C rH2

0

"
k2

C !!HC

H0

1C rH2
0k
2

1C
!
1
3
.HC/2 C rH2

0

"
k2
:

Comparing ˛GNr with ˛GN from the standard GN/GN model, one of course finds
that ˛GNr .k/ D ˛GN.k/ when r D 0, since the standard GN/GN model then exactly
coincides with (37). Both ˛GNr and ˛GN are decreasing functions but when r > 0,
˛GNr .k/ tends to a nonzero value as k ! 1 while ˛GN.k/ tends to 0 as k ! 1. It
follows similarly as before that there exists stable modes for low wavenumber if and
only if

(Stab 1)GNr j!c˙"j2 < ˝KH :
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With this condition, the critical wave number corresponding to !c˙" is

(Critical wavenumber)GNr kGNr D min˛!1
GNr

# j!c˙"j2
˝KH

$
;

and there is a critical value ˝cr
GNr

such that all modes are stable if and only if

(Stab 2)GNr !c˙"2 " ˝cr
GNr

I

one has ˝cr
GNr

D ˝KH min˛GN;r, that is

˝cr
GNr

D ˝KH

h
!C

H!

H0

rH2
0

1
3
.H!/2 C rH2

0

C !!HC

H0

rH2
0

1
3
.HC/2 C rH2

0

i
:

In [13], the authors choose r D 1=6, which gives the largest possible value for
˝cr

GNr
(namely, ˝cr

GNr
D 1=3˝KH) for a system written in .#; Ov˙r / and therefore

subject to the constraint r & 1=6. Writing the regularized GN/GN model in terms
of .#; V˙

r / as suggested here, it is possible to take any r & 0, and therefore ˝cr
GNr

can take any value in Œ0;˝KH/. The lower bound of this interval is achieved when
r D 0; the standard GN/GN is therefore the most unstable of the whole family of
regularized models (37). The fact that the whole range Œ0;˝KH/ can be covered with
our approach implies in particular that it is possible to find some r0 & 0 such that the
regularized model (37) has exactly the critical shear as the full equations (11)–(12)
with surface tension, i.e. such that ˝cr

GNr0
D ˝cr. One readily finds that

r0 D
!bC

p
b2 ! 4ac
2a

; (39)

with

a D
#
1 ! ˝cr

˝KH

$
H4
0;

b D H2
0

3

#
HCH! !

CHC C !!H!

H0
! ˝cr

˝KH

!
..H!/2 C .HC/2

"$
;

c D !1
9

˝cr

˝KH
.HCH!/2:

Remark 7. The lines above show that it is possible to reproduce the same behavior
with respect to the apparition of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities as for the full
Euler equations with surface tension, even though surface tension is not taken into
account in (37). This is because the regularization used here can behave as a control
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mechanism for high frequencies that can be tuned to reproduce the surface tension
effects in the full Euler equations. Taking surface tension into account in (37) would
lead to a stability condition of the form

j!c˙"j2 " ˝KH˛GN";r .k/ with ˛GN";r .k/ D
#
1C 1

Bo
H2
0k
2
$
˛GNr .k/:

4.2.5 A Second Class of Regularized Models

In the previous section, we extended the approach of [13] and obtained a very
flexible approach to describe the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. There
is however a drawback when working with the models of [13] and more generally
with the regularized models (37). Indeed, the first equation in (35) is exact
(conservation of mass), while the first equation in (37) is only valid up to order
O..)˙/2/ when r ¤ 0 (we recall that )˙ D .H˙/2=L2 where L is the typical
horizontal scale).

We propose here a second family of regularized models, that keeps the same
advantages as (37) to handle Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, but for which the
conservation of mass is also exact.

We recall that at first order in the shallowness parameter )˙, the full equa-
tions (11) can be approximated by the SW/SW equations (29) and that the GN/GN
equations (35) are a second order approximation. In particular, the second equation
of (35) can be written under the form

@tV
˙ D !gr# ! 1

2
rjV˙j2 ! 1

!˙
rP˙ C O.)˙/:

We now use a generalization of the so called BBM trick, namely, we write

T ˙@tV
˙ D .1C 3s˙/T ˙@tV

˙ C 3s˙gT ˙r# C 3s˙
1

2
T ˙rjV˙j2

C3s˙ 1

!˙
T ˙rP˙ C O.)˙/

(with s˙ D H20
.H˙/2 s where s 2 R), and plug this into the second equation of (35)

to obtain the following family of regularized GN/GN systems indexed by the
parameters s˙ as

8
<

:
@t# ˙r % .H˙.#/V

˙
/ D 0;

!
1C .1C3s˙/T ˙"@tV

˙Cgr# C 1

2
rjV˙j2CQ˙

s D! 1

!˙
.1C3s˙T ˙/rP˙

(40)
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with

Q˙
s D Q˙ C 3s˙

#
gT ˙r# C 1

2
T ˙rjV˙j2

$
:

Focusing on the 1-D case and linearizing this system around the constant shear
.cC; c!/, one finds the following linear system

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

@t P# C c˙@x P# ˙ H˙@x Pv˙ D 0;#
1 ! .1

3
C s˙/.H˙/2@2x

$
.@t Pv˙ C c˙@x Pv˙/C g

!
1 ! s˙.H˙/2@2x

"
@x P#

D ! 1

!˙
!
1 ! s˙.H˙/2@2x

"
rP˙:

Using Lemma 2 again to express Pv˙ in terms of Pv D !C PvC ! !! Pv! and P#, and
proceeding as for (36), this system can be rewritten as

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

@t P# C c0@x P# C
HCH!

H0
@x Pv D 0;

#
1 ! .˛ C s/H2

0@
2
x

$!
@t Pv C c0@x Pv

"
C $!c˙"H2

0@
3
x Pv

C
#
g0.1!sH2

0@
2
x/ !

!C!!

H0
!c˙"2

!
1 ! .ˇ C s/H2

0@
2
x

"$
@x P# D 0;

(41)

where ˛, ˇ, $ and c0 are the same as before.
With a simple analysis, one gets that the Fourier mode .F P#.k/;F Pv.k// is stable

(in the sense of Sect. 3.2) for the equations (41) if and only if

!c˙"2 < ˝KH ˛GNs.k/;

with

˛GNs.k/ D !C
H!

H0

1C sH2
0k
2

1C
!
1
3
.H!/2 C sH2

0

"
k2

C !!HC

H0

1C sH2
0k
2

1C
!
1
3
.HC/2 C sH2

0

"
k2
I

this is exactly the same as the function ˛GNr derived for the first regularization (37).
Consequently, keeping an exact equation for the conservation of mass, the second
regularization (40), provides the same description of the formation of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities as (37).

4.3 Application

We apply here some of the results derived above to analyze some experimental data
that can be found in [29], where the propagation of interfacial solitary waves is
studied; it is in particular shown that large amplitude solitary waves are destroyed
by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
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First of all, in the case of solitary waves, one can express the shear speed !c˙"
with the wave speed c and the amplitude of solitary wave a. In fact, plugging the
transverse solution #.x ! ct/ into the first equation of (35) and integrating with
respect to x in 1-D case results in

!c# ˙ H˙.#/v˙ D 0

where we assume #; v ! 0 when x goes to1. This implies that at the bottom point
of the solitary wave, i.e. # D a (with a < 0 for a depression solitary wave), one has

v˙ D ˙ c a
H˙ ' a

:

If we define the jump of speed !c˙" as !c˙" WD vC ! v!, we can have

!c˙" D ca.HC C H!/
.HC ! a/.H! C a/

:

One can also find this formula in [13].
Now we want to fix the value of surface tension coefficient " for the linearized

full system (22) according to this expression, the critical value ˝cr for (22) and the
experimental data in [29].

One has from [29] that !C D 1022 g=m3, !! D 999 kg=m3 (hence !C D 0:506,
!! D 0:494), HC D 0:62m and H! D 0:15m. Taking the experimental values
c=c0 ! 1 D 0:24 and a=H! D 1:23 (corresponding to the last experiment
before the apparition of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in Fig. 7 in [29]), where
c20 D g0HCH!

!CH!C!CHC is the linear long wave speed from KdV equation, one can

compute that !c˙" D 0:20m=s at the onset of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. This
means that, with the notations of Sect. 3.2, one has ˝cr D !c˙"2 D 0:04 .m=s/2.
Using Proposition 1, we use the approximation˝cr

C # ˝cr and the definition of˝cr
C

to get

1

Bo
D 1

4

! ˝cr
C

˝KH

"2 # 1

4

! 0:04
˝KH

"2I

from the definition (5) of the Bond number, we deduce that

" # 1

4g0
.0:04/2

.!C!!/2

.!C C !!/3
D 0:45

(using this value of " , on can compute that the lower bound estimate for ˝cr

provided by Proposition 1 is ˝!
cr D 0:038 so that the error made by approximating

˝cr by ˝C
cr to compute " is only 3%). This value of " is significantly larger than

the air-water surface tension (" # 0:07), which was to be expected because we
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treat here the surface tension as a model to describe the various different stabilizing
effects (such as the mixing layer) between two miscible fluids. Note however that
even though " is larger than usual, it does not significantly affect the behavior of
the wave while Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities do not destroy it. Indeed, surface
tension in (36) plays a role through a term of the form !"=.!C C !!/@3x# while
the dispersive term coming from non-hydrostatic terms is !˛H2

0@
2
x@tv # ˛g0H2

0@
3
x#.

Using the above data then shows that the dispersive effects coming from surface
tension are only about 5:9% of non hydrostatic ones. This confirms the general
picture exhibited in [32], namely, that surface tension is necessary for the wave to
exist, but that it does not affect significantly its propagation.

As shown in Sect. 4.2.4, it is also possible to find some r0 such that the
regularized model (37) reproduces the same critical value for the apparition of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (i.e. let ˝cr

GNr
D ˝cr); according to (39), one gets

r0 D 0:12. Note in particular that 0 < r0 < 1=6 and is therefore in the range
allowed by the regularized models of [13], but close to its upper range. Slightly
more stable configurations would therefore fall out of the range of validity of [13],
but would stay within the range allowed for (37); Since the stability criterion for the
second family of regularized systems (40) is the same as for (37), these comments
hold for these models also.

5 The Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in the Free Surface Case

We investigate here the formation of (linear) Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities for two-
fluids interfaces in the case of a free top surface. In fact, we consider again the linear
stability of perturbations near a constant shear flow as we did in the rigid lid case,
and we follow the formulation above.

With a free top surface, we get a more complex system of .#s; Us
k; #; U

˙
k / (see

Sect. 2.2), and the linear stability analysis becomes more difficult. We perform some
numerical computations, and are able to find the expressions of the foot points for
the stable area in some special cases. A comparison with the rigid lid case is also
done in this section, where we discuss in particular the presence of a new range of
stable frequencies.

5.1 Linearization Around a Constant Shear .cC; c!/

We consider here the linear equations governing small perturbations of the constant
horizontal shear #s D # D 0, V˙ D c˙, w˙ D 0 (and therefore U˙

k D c˙,
Us

k D c!).
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Linearizing (17)–(19) around #s D # D 0, Vs D c!, V˙ D c˙ we find the
following linear equations for the perturbation . P#s; PVs; P#; PV˙/

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

@t P#s C c! % r P#s ! Pws D 0;

@t PVs C gr P#s C c! % r PVs D 0;

@t P# C c˙ % r P# ! Pw˙ D 0;

@t PV˙ C gr P# C c˙ % r PV˙ D ! 1

!˙
rP˙

(we refer to Lemma 3 for an expression of Pw˙), with

!P˙" D !"' P#:

As for (21), this can be further reduced by introducing PV D !C PVC ! !! PV!; one
gets the following free surface version of (21)

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

@t P#s C c! % r P#s ! Pws D 0;

@t PVs C gr P#s C c! % r PVs D 0;

@t P# C c˙ % r P# ! Pw˙ D 0;

@t PV C hc˙i % r PV C g0r P# C !c˙" % rh!˙ PV˙i D "

!C C !!r' P#:
(42)

We then need the following lemma (similar to Lemma 1) to handle the free surface
case.

Lemma 3. One has

PVC D
!!

b.D/
.!c˙" % r/r P# C cth!jDj

b.D/
PV C

!!jDj
sh!b.D/

PVs

PV! D
!C

b.D/
.!c˙" % r/r P# ! thCjDj

b.D/
PV C

!CjDj
sh!b.D/

PVs;

and

PwC D !thC
r
jDj % PVC; Pw! D cth! r

jDj % PV! ! 1

sh!
r
jDj % PVs;

and

Pws D 1

sh!
r
jDj % PV! ! cth! r

jDj % PVs

with the notation b.D/ D .!Ccth! C !!thC/jDj.
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, we write PV˙ D r P ˙, PV D r P with P D !C

P C ! !! P !, we also write PVs D r P s.
Let P+! be the harmonic potential in the upper strip 0 < z < H! and such that

P+!
jzD0

D P ! and P+!
jzDH! D P s. Explicit computations show that

P+! D sinh.zjDj/
sinh.H!jDj/

P s ! sinh..z ! H!/jDj/
sinh.H!jDj/

P !;

from which we deduce that

w! D @z P+!
jzD0

D 1

sh! jDj P s ! cth!jDj P !:

Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 1, we are therefore led to solve

8
<

:
jDjthC P C C jDjcth! P ! D !c˙" % r P# C 1

sh! jDj P s;

!C P C ! !! P ! D P I

this leads to

P C D
!!

b.D/
!c˙" % r P# C cth!jDj

b.D/
P C

!!jDj
sh!b.D/

P s

P ! D
!C

b.D/
!c˙" % r P# ! thCjDj

b.D/
P C

!CjDj
sh!b.D/

P s;

and the formulas of the lemma follow easily after remarking that

Pws D cth!jDj s ! jDj
sh! P !:

This ends the proof. ut
Thanks to the lemma, we can rewrite (42) under the form

@tW C A.D/W D 0 (43)

where W D . P#s; PVs; P#; PV/ and

A.D/ D

0

BBBBBB@

c! % r b0.D/r
b.D/th! % !CjDj!c˙"%r

b.D/sh! thCr
b.D/sh! %

gr c! % r 0 0

0
!!thCr
b.D/sh! % Nc.D/ % r thCcth!r

b.D/ %

0
!C!!jDj
b.D/sh! .!c˙" % r/ a.D/r Nc.D/ % r

1

CCCCCCA
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where b.D/ D .!Ccth! C !!thC/jDj is already defined in Lemma 3, b0.D/ D !C

th! C !!thC, and moreover

Nc.D/ D
.cC!Ccth! C c!!!thC/jDj

b.D/
; a.D/ D g0C

!C!!

b.D/
.!c˙"%r/2! "

!C C !!':

5.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities for the Linearized
Two-Fluids Equations with Free Surface

In this section we only focus on the d D 1 case for the sake of clarity. As in Sect. 3.2,
we write !c˙" D !c˙"ex and k D kex, with !c˙" D j!c˙"j and k D jkj.

In order to find out the stability criterion for the linearized system (43), we need
to explore the eigenvalue ! for the Fourier mode A.k/ of operator A.D/. Indeed, !
satisfies the equation

a0x4 C a1x3 C a2x2 C a3xC a4 D 0

where x D c! ! !
ik and

a0 D 1; a1 D
2!Ccth!k!c˙"

b.k/

a2 D
cth!

b.k/

'
!Ck!c˙"2 ! gb0.k/ !

!
g0 C "

!C C !! k2
"
thC

(
;

a3 D !
2g!C!c˙"

b.k/
; a4 D !

g!C!c˙"2

b.k/
C g thC

b.k/k

#
g0 C "

!C C !! k2
$
;

and we write b D b.k/ and b0 D b0.k/ for short in the following text. The linear
system (43) is stable if and only if all the eigenvalues ! are pure imaginary, that is,
all the roots x for the equation above are real. As in [1], we use [28] to express the
stability criterion under the form

'3 > 0; '5 > 0; '7 > 0 or '3 & 0; '5 D 0; '7 D 0 (44)

where

'7 D

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 0 0

0 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 0

0 0 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
0 0 0 4a0 3a1 2a2 a3
0 0 4a0 3a1 2a2 a3 0

0 4a0 3a1 2a2 a3 0 0

4a0 3a1 2a2 a3 0 0 0

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ

and '3; '5 are the 3 $ 3; 5 $ 5 inner center determinants.
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Fig. 6 The stable area for the linear system (43) in free surface case with surface tension on the
interface. The dashed line represents the bound for the stable area in the corresponding rigid lid
case. Parameters HC D 0:62, ı D 0:15=0:62, !C C !! D 2021, $ D 0:4, " D 0:073 and
g D 9:81. (a) the two parts of the stable area. (b) a closer look at the left part

Since these conditions are far more complicated than the stability criterion for the
rigid lid case, we cannot write down the exact stability expressions and we prefer to
use numerical computations.

Compared to the stable area for the rigid lid case in Sect. 3.2, Fig. 6 tells us that
there are two parts for the stable area of system (43). The left part is similar and
close to the stable area for the rigid lid case, while there is a new stable part in the
free surface case on the right-hand side. This means that the linear system can also
be stable for high shear and low frequency, which is completely different from the
rigid lid case.

When surface tension is neglected, i.e. " D 0, there are also two parts of stable
area for the system (43). Similarly as the surface tension case above, the left part is
also close to the stable area of the corresponding rigid lid case. In fact, the stable
area is pretty much the same as the surface tension case in the low frequency part.

Summing up the numerical analysis, the stability condition for system (43) can
be described roughly as

j!c˙"j2 " ˝KH;1.k/ or ˝KH;2.k/ " j!c˙"j2 " ˝KH;3.k/

where ˝KH;i.k/ .i D 1; 2; 3/ can be expressed in terms of k, and ˝KH;1.k/ is close
to˝KH˛" .k/ from the rigid lid case. So the modes with low wave number are stable
if and only if

(Stab 1) j!c˙"j2 " ˝KH;1.0/ or j!c˙"j2 & ˝KH;2.0/:
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We shall provide in Sect. 6.1.3 exact values of˝KH;1.0/ and˝KH;2.0/ that will allow
us to show another striking difference with the rigid lid case: one has ˝KH;1.0/ ¤
˝KH (in fact˝KH;1.0/ < ˝KH in our numerical computations), that is, the threshold
for the stability of small wavenumbers is not the same as in the rigid lid model
(even if we restrict it to its left part corresponding to small shears. One can have the
condition (Stab 2) for the stability of all wave numbers:

(Stab 2) j!c˙"j2 " ˝cr
FS WD min

RC
˝KH;1.k/ > 0;

where we know from the numeral computations that ˝cr
FS is close to the one ˝cr in

the corresponding rigid lid case and therefore can be estimated approximately by
Proposition 1.

Remark 8. In absence of surface tension, i.e. " D 0, we obtain that the stability
condition for all wave numbers holds only for a zero shear, and there is therefore
no difference with the rigid lid case as far as the stability condition (Stab 2) is
concerned.

6 Shallow Water Approximations in the Free Surface Case

This section investigates the (linear) Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of the shallow
water approximation when the upper bound is a free surface. We consider here only
a first-order approximation leading to a free surface version of the SW/SW system,
where we are able to derive the exact expressions for stability criterion in the case
when the two layers have the same average depths (HC D H!). Based on this
observation, we can understand more about the differences between the rigid lid
case and the free surface case.

Notation: We need to adapt the definition of V
˙
in Sect. 4 to the free surface case

as follows

V
C D 1

HC.#/

Z #

!HC
VC.t;X; z/dz;

V
! D 1

H!.#s; #/

Z H!C#s

#

V!.t;X; z/dz;

where HC.#/ D HC C # and H!.#s; #/ D H! C #s ! #.
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6.1 First Order Approximation

A first order approximation is discussed here in this section, similarly as in the
SW/SW part in the rigid lid case. We linearize the system around a constant shear
as before, and study numerically its stability; we also derive an explicit criterion in
the particular case where both fluid layers have the same depth at rest.

6.1.1 The Shallow Water/Shallow Water Equations with Free Surface

At first order, one writes

Us
k # V

!
; U˙

k # V
˙
; and ws # 0; w˙ # 0:

Plugging this into system (17) and (18) one has the nonlinear SW/SW system as

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

@t#
s Cr % .H!.#s; #/V

!
/Cr % .HC.#/V

C
/ D 0;

@tV
! C gr#s C 1

2
rjV!j2 D 0;

@t# Cr % .HC.#/V
C
/ D 0;

@tV
˙ C gr# C 1

2
rjV˙j2 D ! 1

!˙rP˙jzD# I

(45)

this system has been derived and studied in [3, 14, 19], and justified in [24].

6.1.2 Linearization Around a Constant Shear .cC; c!/

For the sake of clarity, we only consider the 1-D case here, so we write c˙ to be c˙.
After linearizing around the constant shear as before one obtains

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

@t#
s C c!@x#s C H!@x Pv! C !c˙"@x# C HC@x PvC D 0;

@t Pv! C g@x#s C c!@x Pv! D 0;

@t# C cC@x# C HC@x PvC D 0;

@t Pv C g0r# C !!˙c˙@x Pv˙" D 0;

where as usual Pv D !C PvC ! !! Pv!. Proceeding as for Lemma 3 to derive a free
surface version of Lemma 2, one readily obtains that the free surface version of the
linearized SW/SW system (32) takes the following form,

@tW C ASW.D/W D 0 (46)
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where W D .#s; Pv!; #; Pv/ with the notation

ASW.D/ D

0

BBBBB@

c! H0
!C !c˙" HC

!C

g c! 0 0

0
!!HC

!C cC HC
!C

0 !!!c˙" g0 ! "
!CC!! @

2
x cC

1

CCCCCA
@x:

6.1.3 The Free Surface SW/SW Model and the Kelvin-Helmholtz
Instabilities

Similar as for the full system case, the stability criterion for (46) is equivalent to the
fact that the Fourier mode ASW.k/ has purely imaginary eigenvalues for all k, which
leads to the following condition

x4 C 2!c˙"x3 C
#
!c˙"2 ! g.HC C H!/ ! "HC

!C.!C C !!/
k2
$
x2 ! 2gH!!c˙"x

!gH!!c˙"2 C g
HCH!

!C
!
g0 C "

!C C !! k2
"
D 0 has four real roots.

With the same notations as in Sect. 5.2, this equation has four real roots if and only if

'SW
3 > 0; 'SW

5 > 0; 'SW
7 > 0 or 'SW

3 & 0; 'SW
5 D 0; 'SW

7 D 0:

Since the surface tension at the interface affects only the high frequency part, we
omit the surface tension i.e. set " D 0 in the following computations. Direct
computations show that

'SW
3 D 4!c˙"2 C 8g.HC C H!/ > 0;

and

'SW
5 D 8g

h
.HC C H!/

!
!c˙"2 ! g.HC ! H!/

"2 C 4!c˙"2g.3HC ! H!/H!
i

C16g2!!HCH!!!c˙"2 C 2g.HC C H!/
"
=!C:

We can tell from the expression above that 'SW
5 > 0 at least when 3HC > H!

(our data in figures fit the case), therefore the stability is governed by the condition
'SW
7 > 0; but the sign of'SW

7 in general can only be assessed numerically. Figure 7
shows how the free surface SW/SW model behaves compared to the full system.
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Fig. 7 Stable areas of the free surface SW/SW model compared to the full system (" D 0).
Parameters HC D 0:62, ı D 0:15=0:62, $ D 0:4 and g D 9:81

In the particular case where HC D H! D H, the expression for the inner
determinants 'SW

5 and 'SW
7 can be simplified considerably and one finds

'SW
5 D 16!c˙"4gH C 16!c˙"2.4C !!=!C/g2H2 C 64.!!=!C/g3H3 > 0;

and

'SW
7 D 16g2H2

#
!c˙"2C.!!=!C/gH

$2#
!c˙"4!8!c˙"2gHC16.1!!!=!C/g2H2

$
:

Therefore the stability criterion for the linear SW/SW system (46) generated from
'SW
7 > 0 reads

!c˙"4 ! 8!c˙"2gH C 16.1 ! !!=!C/g2H2 > 0:

So the stability is achieved if and only if

!c˙"2 < 4gH.1 ! p
$/ or !c˙"2 > 4gH.1Cp

$/;

where we recall that $ is the density ratio: $ D !!=!C 2 Œ0; 1/. Remarking that the
threshold ˝KH obtained in the rigid lid case for the stability of low wavenumbers
can be written ˝KH D gH 1!$2

$
, we obtain the following condition for the stability

of the free surface SW/SW model,
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(Stab 1)SW !c˙"2 < ˝KH $ 4$ 1 ! p
$

1 ! $2 or !c˙"2 > ˝KH $ 4$ 1C
p
$

1 ! $2 I

this is consistent with [37] where it is proved the free surface SW/SW model is
hyperbolic5 if and only if !c˙" < ˝!

KH or !c˙" > ˝C
KH where ˝˙

KH are two non
explicit constants). This is of course equivalent to the condition for the stability of
low wavenumbers derived in Sect. 5.2 for the full system. As in the rigid lid case,
stability of low wavenumbers for the SW/SW model is equivalent to the stability of
all wavenumbers, i.e.

(Stab 2)SW () (Stab 1)SW :

6.2 Behavior of the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities in the Rigid
Lid Limit

We have seen in the previous section that there are at least two major differences for
the behavior of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the rigid lid and in the free surface
cases. Namely,

(1) In both cases, the linearized equations are stable for small shears, but the (Stab
1) condition for the stability of low frequencies differ. These conditions are
given by

!c˙" < ˝KH . rigid lid / and !c˙" < ˝KH;1.0/ ¤ ˝KH . free surface /

(the fact that˝KH;1.0/ ¤ ˝KH is either checked numerically or, in the particular
case where HC D H!, using the explicit expression computed in Sect. 6.1.3).

(2) There exists in the free surface case a zone of stability for low frequency modes
when the shear is large. This stability area represented in Fig. 6 and also noticed
in [1, 11, 35, 40] does not exist in the rigid lid case.

Since the rigid lid approximation is much simpler and often used in applications,
we discuss here whether the two differences described above are compatible with
the rigid lid approximation.

From (1), one can infer that the rigid lid approximation can only be correct if
˝KH;1.0/ ! ˝KH in the rigid lid limit (i.e. when the amplitude of the surface
perturbations is much smaller than the interface displacement). From the explicit
expression of ˝KH;1.0/ computed in Sect. 6.1.3, this implies that one necessarily
has $ ! 1, i.e. that the densities !˙ of both fluids become very similar (which

5Hyperbolicity does not imply well posedness of the nonlinear system (45); a stronger sufficient
well-posedness condition is derived in [24, 37]; contrary to (Stab 1)SW , this condition is satisfied
only for small shears.
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is the case for oceanographic applications). This is in this context that the rigid lid
approximation for the SW/SW model (45) has been justified in [26]; note also that
it is possible to derive a simpler model in this framework by making the so called
Boussinesq approximation [9].

The question raised by (2) is: what happens to the second stability area in the rigid
lid limit? This question is best answered by working in dimensionless variables

QX D X
L
; Q#s D ˛

#s

H0
; Q# D #

H0
; Qv D v

v0
; Qt D t

v0

L
;

where v stand here for all the velocities involved in the equations (v D v˙; vs,
c˙; : : :), L is the typical horizontal length, H0 D !CH! C !!HC, and v0 is the
typical speed of the linearized equations in shallow water and in the rigid lid case,
v20 D g0H0 (and the rigid lid limit corresponds to ˛ ! 0). In these dimensionless
variables, the (Stab 1)SW condition for the free surface SW/SW model derived in
Sect. 6.1.3 is written

(Stab 1)SW !Qc˙"2 < 4.1C $/2
1 ! p

$

1 ! $2 or !Qc˙"2 > 4.1C $/2
1Cp

$

1 ! $2

with !Qc˙" D !c˙"=
p
g0H0.

As seen above, the rigid lid limit can only be relevant if , WD 1! $ goes to zero.
The above stability criterion is therefore asymptotically equivalent to

(Stab 1)SW !Qc˙"2 < 4 or !Qc˙"2 > 16

,
:

In the rigid lid limit, the behavior of the two stability areas observed in the free
surface case is the following: the left part (small shear) converges to the stability
area of the rid lid model, while the right part (large shear) is shifted more to the
right (see Fig. 8). In the rigid lid limit, the large shear stability condition is therefore
trivial in the sense that it requires an infinite shear to be satisfied.

6.3 Remarks on Other Interesting Limits

6.3.1 The One-Fluid Limit ! ! 0

It is proved in [32] that, in the rigid-lid case, the full (nonlinear) two-fluids equations
converge to the one-fluid (water waves) equation as $ ! 0 (it is in particular shown
that it is possible to consider simultaneously $ ! 0 and Bo ! 1 and to get
convergence to the water waves equations without surface tension).
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Fig. 8 The stable areas for the linear system (43) with different parameter $ D 1 ! ,. The
horizontal axis is rescaled to be !Qc˙" (written as ŒQc( in the figures) in order to compare with the
rigid lid case. The dashed lines represent the bounds for the stable area in the corresponding rigid
lid cases. Parameters !C C !! D 2021, HC D 0:62 D H!, " D 0:073 and g D 9:81. (a) the
stable areas with different ,. (b) a closer look at the left part

It is natural to wonder what happens in the free surface case for which it is
expected that the stability region grows larger as $ ! 0 since for the linearized
water waves equations, all wave numbers are stable (there is no Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability). As shown in Fig. 9, we numerically get that when $ ! 0, the left and
the right parts of the stable area in the free surface case become closer and closer
and get united as one piece in the limit. For the small numbers, this phenomenon
becomes transparent by looking into the condition (Stab 1)SW and setting $ ! 0.

6.3.2 The Small Aspect Ratio Limit ı ! 0

To different configurations lead to a small aspect ratio ı D H!=HC:

• WhenHC is fixed andH! gets smaller and smaller. In this case, the one fluid case
is expected to be recovered. Consequently, the stable area in the corresponding
two-fluids case with free surface should grow to cover the whole range of wave-
numbers. This scenario is numerically confirmed, as shown in Fig. 10. The right
part of the stable area gets larger and larger. Meanwhile, the left part becomes
closer and closer to the stable area in the rigid lid case.

• When H! is kept fixed and HC grows larger and larger. In this case, the rigid
lid limit is expected to be valid, and it is interesting to look at the behavior of
the high frequency stable area specific to the free surface case. This behavior is
represented in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9 The stable areas for the linear system (43) with parameter $ ! 0. The dashed lines
represent the bounds for the stable area in the corresponding rigid lid cases. Parameters !CC!! D
2021, HC D 0:62 D H!, " D 0:073 and g D 9:81. (a) Stable area when $ D 0:4. (b) Stable
area when $ D 0:01
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Fig. 10 The stable areas for the linear system (43) with different parameter ı where HC D 0:62
kept fixed. The dashed lines represent the bounds for the stable area in the corresponding rigid lid
cases. Parameters !C C !! D 2021, $ D 0:4, " D 0:073 and g D 9:81. (a) the stable areas with
different ı. (b) a closer look at the left part
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Fig. 11 The stable areas for the linear system (43) with different parameter ı where H! D 0:15
kept fixed. The dashed lines represent the bounds for the stable area in the corresponding rigid lid
cases again. Parameters !C C !! D 2021, $ D 0:4, " D 0:073 and g D 9:81
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